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Abstract 

Analysis of Reducing  
Heavy Impact Sound in Apartments 

: for Dry Floor System 

Hohwan Lim 

Department of Architecture 

The Graduate School 

Seoul National University 

While about 60% of the population live in apartment type of dwelling in 

Korea, The characteristic of wall structure for apartment, inevitably causes 

interlayer noise. Such interlayer noise is a sensitive issue among apartment 

residents, with about 20,000 civil complaints per year. As a countermeasure 

for the interlayer noise problem, wall type structure with standard floor 

structure including floor heating has been used widely.  

While the satisfaction rate of the legal standards exceed 98% for light 

impact sound, only 50% of cases meets the heavy impact sound requirement. 

With the standard floor structure, it is difficult to obtain uniform quality due 

to the concrete curing process in the wet method, in addition to a problem of 

replacing buried heating pipes after a 15 year life cycle.  
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Therefore, this research aims to study analyzes the tendency of the heavy 

impact sound of the dry floor system in the wall structure apartment, in order 

to examine the applicability of the dry floor system and the mitigation of the 

interlayer noise problem. For this purpose, reduction of heavy impact sound 

according to three variables (floor system, resilient material, mass) was 

experimented, and the correlation among such variables was confirmed by 

ANOVA and multiple regression.  

The results show that a significant difference between the three parameters 

was captured in the 63Hz and 125Hz bands, critical ranges for managing 

heavy impact sound, because of variation in structural type. According to this 

study, access floor system has an noticeable reduction performance of heavy 

impact sound, and thus heavier weight of the access floor system to which the 

resilient material is applied, corresponds to effective in mitigating heavy 

impact sound. Accordingly, the access floor system can be more effective 

with less mass increase than wet floor system that is attached to bare slab, In 

addition, the access floor system can make a positive contribution to the dry 

floor system, in respect to reducing interlayer noise. As a follow-up additional 

experiment is considering various resilient materials in the process of 

controlling the experimental factors. 

Keyword : Interlayer Noise, Floor Impact Sound, Dry Floor System, 

Reduction Performance, ANOVA Analysis, Multiple Regression Analysis 

Student Number : 2016-21084  
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

 

1.1. Research Background 

In Korea, about 60% of the total population currently lives in 

apartments(Kim, 2014;). In the case of the wall-structure apartment, the 

interlayer noise is inevitably generated due to the structural characteristics that 

share the floor and the floor between the generations. In addition, Korea is 

more serious because it is constructed with a wall structure that is vulnerable 

to floor impact sound due to cost reduction. 

Recently, from struggle due to interlayer noise to murder, it is emerging as 

a social issue in Korea. In addition, recent residents' demands for quality of 

life and the demand for a comfortable living environment are increasing, and 

the annual inter-floor noise complaints are sensitive to about 20,000 cases 

according to the statistics of National Noise Information System in 2017. 

Therefore, measures are needed to prevent such interlayer noise from 

spreading to neighboring conflicts. 
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As a countermeasure against the interlayer noise problem in Korea, the 

standard floor structure in the wall structure including 210mm slab 210mm, 

heat insulating material 20mm, lightweight foamed concrete 40mm, and 

finishing mortar 40mm including floor heating method was established in 

2005.(Jo 2013) 

 

Figure 1-1. Standard floor structure (Adopted from Jo 2013) 

 

However, in the case of the apartments constructed with the standard floor 

structure, the satisfaction rate of the floor impact sound was found to be more 

than 98% for the light impact sound, but only 50% for the heavy impact sound 

satisfied the legal standards(Jeong 2010). This is because the floating floor 

system adopted in the standard floor structure is effective in insulating light 

⑤ Floor finishing material  

④ Finishing mortar with heating pipe(40mm above) 

③ Lightweight foam concrete(40mm above) 

② Resilient material (20mm above) 

① Concrete slab (210mm above) 
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impact sound, but it cannot satisfy the heavy impact sound due to the 

amplification possibility(Jeong 2010). 

 

 

Figure 1-2. Range of legal standards for floor impact sound (Adopted from 
Jeong 2010 ) 

 

Therefore, the standard floor structure was changed to the performance 

accreditation system in 2013 in accordance with the opinion that it would not 

only construct apartments that do not meet legal standards, but also hamper 

the development of structures for improving the floor impact sound insulating 
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performance. In addition, the wet type process represented by the standard 

floor system is difficult to obtain uniform quality in the concrete curing 

process, and there is a problem that it is difficult to shorten the construction 

period in the other post-and-after process and there is a problem in repairing 

the building (Oh & Sohn 2010). Wet ondol of the embedded piping system 

generally requires replacing the heating pipe due to the durability of about 15 

years, and it is difficult to demolish only the ondol heating system at the 

renovation period(Choi et al. 2011). However, despite the transition to the 

performance accreditation system, the wet floor system in the form of a 

standard floor structure accounts for about 70% of the accreditation structure 

and is used in most of the sites(Yoo 2012). 

Therefore, this study aims to contribute to mitigate the interlayer noise 

problem and improve the applicability of the dry floor system by analyzing 

the trend of the heavy impact sound reduction performance of the floor system 

based on the dry method in the wall structure of apartments. 
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1.2. Research Objectives 

The purpose of this study is to confirm the applicability of the dry floor 

system by comparing the structure of dry floor system, the resilient material, 

and the floor support type. In order to achieve an effective research goal, this 

study limits the impact sound to the heavy impact sound which is considered 

as the major conflict source in civilization generation at present. In addition, 

the experiment carries out at the experimental site because it is difficult to 

install and dismantle various specimens at the actual site. And, since there are 

two standard heavy impact sources used to confirm the heavy impact sound 

reduction performance, experimental results are obtained by using both Bang 

machine and Impact Ball. 
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Chapter 2. Preliminary Study 

 

In this chapter, we investigate the existing dry floor system and decide the 

type of floor system to be tested in this study. In addition, through the 

literature review on the interlayer noise, the concept of the interlayer noise 

reduction performance to be observed in this study is defined and the factors 

influencing the heavy impact sound to be observed are investigated. Through 

this preliminary research process, an experimental plan is established and the 

results are analyzed. 
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2.1. interlayer Noise  

Interlayer noise is the noise caused by the activities of the tenant or the user, 

which is a noise that harms other tenants or users. The main conflict factors of 

the interlayer noise are the results of the operation results of National Noise 

Information System. according to the report data, among the causes of the 

conflict caused by the interlayer noise, the cause of the floor impact sound 

includes the sound of children leaping and playing in the house, the 

hammering, Opening and closing door, exercise equipment, and vibration. 

Most of the causes of the interlayer noise (71.2%) are heavy impact sound 

with high impact force and long duration due to "children's running or Adults 

walking". 

 

 

Figure 2-1. Cause of complaints related to interlayer noise (Adopted from 
National Noise Information System. 2017)  
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The evaluation of such heavy impact sound is generally carried out in 

accordance with KS F 2863-2 through the bumper of the standard weight 

impact, and the sound pressure level data of each frequency band measured in 

the lower layer is converted into a single numerical evaluation value and 

evaluated. 

The evaluation method is as follows. 

 

1) Draw a graph showing measured values for each frequency band of each 

1/1 octave band measured and an reverse A-weighted curve to obtain the 

same value as a person feels. 

 

2) Move reverse A-weighted characteristic curve by 1dB and move it as far as 

possible until the sum of the measured values in the 63Hz to 500Hz 

frequency range exceeds the reverse A-weighted curve, not exceeding 8dB. 

 

3) At this time, the sound pressure level (dB) of the 500 Hz frequency band in 

the reverse A characteristic graph is calculated as a single numerical value 

of the measurement result. 
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Figure 2-2 Calculation of Single Numerical Rating 

 

In this study, the reduction of weight impact sound to man slab is defined as 

the interlayer noise reduction performance through the single numerical 

evaluation. In addition, the results of the analysis on the resilient material, 

mass, and floor system type are analyzed through ANOVA analysis and 

multiple regression analysis with the weighted impact sound reduction data 

per 1/1 octave band center frequency band (63, 125, 250, 500Hz). 
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2.2. Dry Floor System  

As mentioned in the introduction, finishing floor methods including heating 

are generally made by wet methods. However, KS standards for dry heating 

panels that can be used without curing period have been established, and they 

are currently limited to heating of remodeling or non-residential facilities. 

According to KS B 8025 standard, floor heating panels are divided into 

connection type and single type according to the connection type of heating 

pipe. The connection type is pre-installed with pipeline and connects the 

corner parts. The single type is a type that installs the pipe directly. In both 

types, the dry heating panels take the form of a bottom-close type which is 

adhered to concrete slab(Table 2-1). 
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Table 2-1. Cross-section of Dry Floor system 

Pipe connection type Single pipe type 

Section 

  

Difference  Pipe-embedded in panel 
 Corner component of panel required 

 Pipes not embedded in panel 
 No component of panel required 

Similarities

Attach to concrete slab 
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Figure 2-3. Model of Raised access floor(Adopted from National Noise 
Information System. 2017) 

 

Another type of dry floor system is an access floor system, which generally 

apply to computer room, lecture room, and the like. The access floor system is 

made up of a supporting structure (Figure 2-3) in which the height of the unit 

panel can be adjusted. Because of this floor system, it is easy to install devices 

such as electric power, wiring for computer and communication, air 

conditioner or the like due to the lower space. In addition, the vent zone can 

prevent static electricity and inhibit mold, mite, and can form a temperature 

layer (Lee et al. 2006 Kim & Sohn 2006, Lim 2012).  

However, access floor system do not applied to apartment houses because 

of expensive construction costs. However, if the access floor can apply, it will 

contribute to the longevity of apartments. Kim & Sohn(2006) suggested the 

possibility of insulating the heavy impact sound of the access floor system 

with the resilient material applied to bottom of the access floor support plate. 
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Figure 2-4. Battens- joist system(멍에-장선 시스템) 

 

Therefore, this study wants to study three types of floor system type. The 

interlayer noise reduction performance is analyzed by applying the dry 

floating floor system with bottom contact support, the point support of access 

floor system, and line support of Battens-Joist floor system(Figure 2-4). 

Through this, it aims to investigate the difference according to the floor 

support type and the reduction performance according to the floor system type. 
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2.3. Influencing Factors of Heavy Impact Sound 

There have been many studies on the reduction performance of heavy 

impact sound in the floor system, but these studies have done mostly within 

the framework of wet floor. Therefore, there is relatively little research on the 

correlation between heavy impact sound reduction performance and dry floor 

system and its shape. 

The research on wet floor has mainly focused on resilient materials, in 

which the details of related studies are summarized as Table 2. Seo, Song & 

Jeon (2004) and Song et al. (2004) have suggested that the possibility of 

amplification of low-frequency bands due to resilient materials and vibration 

characteristics due to considered structural changes. 

 

Table 2-1. Preliminary study of Heavy Impact Sound 

Author Contents 

Seo, 

Song & 

Jeon 

(2004) 

The resilient material used in the wet method may cause 

degradation of performance due to resonance occurrence in the 

low frequency band, which affects heavy impact sound. 

Song  

et al. 

(2004) 

This study identified that there is a high correlation between the 

natural frequency of the floor system varying with the resilient 

material and the sound pressure level of the heavy impact sound 
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Kim, 

Jeong 

& Sohn 

(2008) 

As the thickness of the resilient material increases, dynamic 

stiffness decreases. When the EPS (Expanded Poly Styrene), EVA, 

Neopor, PE (polyethylene), and polyester resilient materials are 

laminated, dynamic stiffness is similar to the lowest value. 

Oh, 

Cho & 

Sohn 

(2010) 

A statistical analysis of the certified floor system test data suggests 

that there is no significant correlation between dynamic stiffness 

and reverse A sound pressure level. 

Yeon et 

al. 

(2013) 

This study was identified that there is no significant difference in 

the insulation performance of sound pressure level of heavy 

impact sound depending on rubber hardness. 

 

As shown in the study by Kim, Jeong & Sohn (2008) and Oh, Cho & Sohn 

(2010), there are conflicting disagreements about the effectiveness of resilient 

materials in reducing weight impact sound. These studies focused on EPS 

series, which commonly used as resilient materials. At the same time, a study 

(Yeon et al. 2014) that analyzed the change in the heavy impact sound 

according to the hardness of the rubber did not reveal a significant correlation. 

Therefore, it can conclude that other conclusions can draw for resilient 

materials not covered in previous researches such as Poly-Urethane (PU) and 

Ethylene Vinyl Acetate (EVA) composites. 

However, as in Gerretsen's (1990) study, it is common to see mass as a 

significant reduction factor for floor impact sound. In the case of Korea Land 

& Housing report (2014), when using heavy and high-strength flooring, And 
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it is said that the reduction performance of heavy impact sound is improved. 

Therefore, it is necessary to consider mass as a main variable of heavy impact 

sound reduction. 
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2.3. Summary  

Most of the interlayer noise belongs to a heavy impact sound with a 

shocking and long-lasting characteristic due to the sound of beating or 

stepping sound of the children. In order to measure heavy impact sound, it 

was excavated through standard bang machine and Impact ball according to 

KS F 2863-2, and sound pressure level data for each frequency band 

measured in the lower layer was converted into a single number quantity and 

evaluated. Experiments design and analyze the influence factors of heavy 

impact sound by three factors of resilient material, floor system type, and 

mass through previous studies. The subjects of the experiment select as the 

access floor system, the Battens- joist floor system and the dry floating floor 

system among the dry floor system. 
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Chapter 3. Experimental Method  

for Interlayer Noise 

  

3.1. Research procedure and methods 

In this study, dry floor system of wall type structure targeted and impact 

sound to be measured is limited to heavy impact sound. 

In order to achieve the research goal, this study proceeds as follows. 

 

1) The evaluation method of the heavy impact sound reduction performance 

investigates. 

2) Analyze the type and characteristics of the dry floor system and select the 

basic structure to be tested. 

3) Determine the factors affecting heavy impact sound reduction and then 

measure using heavy impact source. 

 

1) evaluate the performance of heavy impact sound reduction by changing 

the factors of 2) and 3). In addition, ANOVA and multiple regression analysis 

are used to analyze the correlation of each factor and the feasibility of meeting 

the performance impact criteria of the dry floor system according to these 

factors will be examined. The procedure is shown below. 
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Figure 3-1. Research flow chart  
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3.2. Experimental Design for Interlayer Noise 

The Experimental center of this study is a reinforced concrete wall structure. 

The laboratory size is 2800 (W) X 4000 (L) X 2690 (H) mm, the upper slab 

thickness is 210mm and the wall is 200mm. The second floor of the 

Experimental center room is used as impact source room that impacts with 

heavy impact source. The first floor use as receiving room that receives sound 

through the impact of a heavy impact source.  

This study design a research hypothesis that the heavy impact sound 

reduction performance will vary depending on 1) mass change, 2) resilient 

material change, and 3) dry floor system depending on the standard heavy 

impact source.  

1) The type of floor system to be measured was selected as dry floor system, 

Battens-joist floor system, and access floor system.. 

2) Measurement resilient materials select as Polyurethane (PU) 12.5mm, 

25mm and EVA composite 22.7mm. Through the change of the thickness 

and the material of the resilient material under the floor system support, it is 

judged which material has excellent reduction performance according to the 

thickness. 

3) Structural CRC board (Cellulose Fiber Reinforced Cement Board) stacks 

and selects by mass change. This measures to determine how the reduction 

performance varies with mass. 
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The types and cross-sectional floor system of the test objects shown in 

Table 3-1. (Dry Floor System - CRC 0T excluded from the measurement 

because the floor was not stable.). 
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Table 3-1. Section drawing of Dry Floor system  
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Figure 3-2. Experimental center drawing(L) and Experimental center(R) 
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Figure 3-3. Section of dry floating floor system(L) and                
Aspect dry panel installation(R) 

The first experiment is dry floor system, followed by resilient material on 

slabs and dry heating panels. At this time, the resilient material is replaced 

with three dry floating floor systems of PU 12.5mm, PU 25mm and EVA 

composite material 22.7mm. Lay the CRC board 96T (Fig. 6) on the dry 

heating panel. The plywood is installed on the dry floating floor system, and 

the CRC board and the floor system are fixed with screws for integration. The 

CRC board measures 96T, 72T, 48T, 24T and 0T for each resilient material. 

After that, the CRC board is removed by 2 sheets (24T). 

  

Figure 3-4. Section of access floor system(L) and                  
Aspect access floor system(R) 
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The second experiment installs a dry heating panel on the access floor (Fig. 

7). As shown above, two pieces (24T) of CRC boards are stacked on a dry 

heating panel and the experiment is measured for each resilient material. 

 

  

Figure 3-5. Section of Battens-joist(L) and Aspect Battens-joist(R) 

 

In the third experiment, a dry-type heating panel is installed in the Battens-

joist floor system (Fig. 8) of the double bottom structure. The CRC boards are 

stacked and removed as described above, and the experiment is measured for 

each resilient material. 

Through the above experiment, the reduction of interlayer noise through the 

change of the sound pressure level of the interlayer noise due to the change of 

floor system type, resilient material and lamination weight is analyzed by 

ANOVA analysis method and multiple regression analysis method. 
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3.2. Heavy impact sound measure method 

This study measured the heavy impact sound reduction performance 

according to the KS standard (KS F2810-2: 2012). According to the KS 

standard (KS F 2810-2), the heavy-weight impact sound was measured using 

a bang machine of TYPE 1, which is the standard impactor, and an impact 

ball of TYPE 2. 

The sound source room is excited with four corners spaced more than 0.5m 

from the wall and one center point (Figure 3-5 (Left)). Set the microphone at a 

height of 1.2m away from the wall of the receiver room by more than 0.5m. 

The microphone is installed at a distance of more than 0.7 m (Figure 3-

5(Right)). 

 

  

Figure 3-6. Impact point(L) and microphone point(R)  
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The microphone is tuned to 94dB with a calibrator and then measured. 

Floor impact sounds are measured using four 1/1 octave band center 

frequencies (63, 125, 250, 500 Hz). If the effect of background noise is 

corrected according to Equation 1, the result is measured. 

 

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	  

∶ 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
′ ∶ 	 	 	 	  
∶ 	 	 	 	

 

The average energy value ( , ) of the maximum sound pressure level 

measured at all measurement points for each point of vibration in each 

measurement frequency band is calculated by Equation 2.	  

,

	
,

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

, ∶ 	 	 	 	 	
m	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ∶ Number	 of	 measuring	 point	  

 

The air pressure of the heavy impact source is adjusted to 2.4 × 105 Pa  

and then measured under the same air pressure condition. Table 3-2 shows the 

equipment used as the measuring equipment. 
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 Table 3-2. Specification of Measuring Equipment 

Equipment Model & Maker Model and manufacturer 

Impact 

source 

room 

Bang Machine, 

Impact ball 

FI-02(Japan, RION) 

YI-01- 

Receiving 

room 

FFT Analyzer 

Microphone set 

Sound Level Calibrator

Speaker 

Amplifier 

SA-02M08 (Japan, RION) 

UC-59 (Japan, RION) 

NC-74 (Japan, RION) 

OMNI 5” (Japan, RION) 

 NU6000DSP (Japan, RION) 

 

Experiments for the measurement of the heavy impact sound level 

reduction measure the heavy impact sound level for the laboratory man slab 

and then measure the heavy impact sound level with each experimental dry 

floor system installed to evaluate the weight impact sound level 

difference(reduction amount). 
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3.3. Analysis Method for Reduction Performance 

Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) is a statistical analysis of differences 

among three or more groups. Three assumptions are needed to understand the 

differences between groups. First, the measured values of each group should 

be independent of each other. Second, the distribution of each group must 

follow a normal distribution. Third, the dispersion between groups should be 

the same(Won & Kim 2017). 

Tukey's HSD (honestly significant difference) analysis is a method of 

comparing the two groups by obtaining the HSD value and rejecting that there 

is no difference between the two groups if the mean difference is larger than 

the HSD value (Won & Kim 2017). Therefore, we used Tukey's HSD to 

compare the measured values of two variables with respect to one type of 

variables such as floor system type, resilient material type, and mass. 

Multiple regression analysis is a method to obtain the linear regression 

equation constants and coefficients by statistical estimation of the causality 

between independent variables and resultant dependent variables that cause 

continuous variables(Won & Kim, 2017). Regression analysis is a quantitative 

analysis of the relationship between causal independent variables and 

resultant dependent variables. In this case, the multiple regression analysis is a 

method of analyzing the regression model in which the dependent variable is 

more than two independent variables. 
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3.4. Summary 

This study was conducted in an experimental center with a wall structure 

made of reinforced concrete. The second floor of the experimental center was 

used as a impact source room for heavy impact, and the first floor was used as 

a receiving room for sound reception. Experimental floor system was selected 

as access floor system, Battens - joist floor system and dry floating floor 

system. PU 12.5mm, PU 25mm, EVA composites were selected as resilient 

materials. For the mass, the mass of the whole floor system was changed 

while the CRC board was laminated. In this study, the heavy impact sound 

reduction performance was measured according to the KS standard (KS 

F2810-2: 2012) and bang machine and impact ball were used as the impact 

source. In the receiving room, four microphones were installed and used. The 

ANOVA analysis, Tukey's HSD, and multiple regression analysis were used 

to analyze the data. 
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Chapter 4. Experiment Results and Analysis for 

Reducing performance of Heavy Impact Sound 

 

4.1. Analysis of Single number quantity 

4.1.1 Analysis of Single number quantity using bang machine 

The single number quantity of the measurement results for the man slab and 

experimental floor systems are shown in Table 4-1. In the case of the resilient 

material, EVA composite is superior to Battens-joist floor system when 

analyzed by single number quantity. In the case of PU, the thickness is 

doubled, it seems to show a definite reduction effect except for the dry floor 

system, as compared with 12.5mm. 

Overall, there is a decrease in mass, but there is a value that seems to be 

amplified in the middle. When applied with mass, when the access floor is 

96T, heavy impact sound reduction effect is about 8dB compared with bare 

slab. Therefore, the effect of complex action between mass and other 

variables is expected to be excellent as an access floor. 

It is difficult to compare the floor system between different floor systems. 

Therefore, we compared the reduction performance of heavy impact sound 

according to a certain supporting structure and type by comparing the 

structure with mass. The basic floor system is analyzed to be superior to the 
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Battens-joist floor system. If the mass increases more than 32.67kg/ , the 

access floor is considered to be the best. In addition, a more detailed statistical 

analysis is needed to determine the correlation between the composite action 

and the variables. 
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Table 4-1. Experiment Result of single number quantity(Impact source : Bang machine) 

 

Factor 

Single number quantity 

Bare

slab

Floating Floor System Battens-Joist System Access Floor System 

PU 

12.5mm

PU 

25mm 

EVA 

22.7mm 

PU 

12.5mm

PU 

25mm 

EVA 

22.7mm

PU 

12.5mm

PU 

25mm 

EVA 

22.7mm

Stacked 

mass 

(Thickness)

0 /  

(0T) 

51 

- - - 52 53 51 47 44 45 

32.67 /  

(24T) 
58 53 53 49 47 46 43 43 44 

65.34 /  

(48T) 
52 52 52 46 45 45 42 42 43 

98.01 /  

(72T) 
45 48 50 45 45 44 41 41 42 

130.68 /

 

(96T) 

45 50 50 45 44 44 41 41 41 
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4.1.2 Analysis of Single number quantity using impact ball 

The single number quantity of the measurement results for the man slab and 

experimental floor systems are shown in Table 4-2. In the case of the resilient 

material, the difference in the resilient material in the basic floor system 

without lamination was observed, but the difference was not significant. 

Compared to the floor system, the sound pressure level seems to be large. 

When stacked at 65.34	 kg/  or more, it was confirmed that the difference 

between the Battens-joist floor system and the dry floating floor system was 

not significant. The effect of reducing the heavy impact sound reduction by 

weight is most apparent as a dry floor system. It is judged that the floor 

system itself has good performance as an access floor system. It is confirmed 

that even if only 32.67kg/  is laminated, the access floor system is the 

most excellent. It is considered that there is no change in the weight impact 

sound reduction performance over 98.01kg/ . In addition, a more detailed 

statistical analysis is needed to determine the correlation between the 

composite action and the variables. 
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Table 4-2. Experiment Result of single number quantity(Impact source : Impact ball) 

 
 

Factor 

Single number quantity 

Bare

slab

Floating Floor 

System 
Battens-Joist System 

Access Floor 

System 

PU 

12.5mm

PU 

25mm

EVA 

22.7mm 

PU 

12.5mm

PU 

25mm

EVA 

22.7mm

PU 

12.5mm

PU 

25mm

EVA 

22.7mm 

Stacked 

mass 

(Thickness)

0kg/m2(0T) 

53 

- - - 54 53 54 57 49 54 

32.67kg/m2 

(24T) 
57 59 58 52 49 50 48 46 47 

65.34kg/m2 

(48T) 
61 60 59 50 50 50 45 46 44 

98.01kg/m2 

(72T) 
56 57 55 47 48 49 45 45 44 

130.68kg/m2 

(96T) 
52 56 54 48 46 51 43 45 43 
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4.2. ANOVA Analysis  

The significance level of ANOVA for each factor (resilient material, floor 

system, laminated mass) of this experiment is smaller than 0.05, because at 

least 95% This means meaningfulness. This study then conducted an analysis 

with Tukey's HSD to identify differences through pairwise comparisons of 

factors. For Tukey's HSD, the mean difference between the two groups shown 

below, with three vertical lines in each group. The 95% confidence level 

means the minimum, mean, and maximum of the difference. If 0 is included 

in the range of the minimum and maximum values of the difference, it means 

that the analysis results between the two groups at that confidence level may 

not have an average difference. 
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4.2.1 ANOVA Analysis Method using bang machine 

Figure 4-1 and Table 4-3 ~ 4-6 show that there is no significant difference 

except for the 250Hz band. In the 250Hz band, Table 4-3 ~ 4-6 shows a 

significant difference at the 95% confidence level. PU was judged to have a 

significant difference at the 95% confidence level between the thicknesses. 

EVA composites and two kinds of PU thickness are not different from each 

other. Therefore, it is confirmed that there is no significant difference. 

 

Figure 4-1. Box Plot and Tukey’s HSD Results using Bang machine according 
to resilient materials 
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Table 4-3. 63Hz ANOVA Result using Bang machine according to resilient 
materials 

 Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F) 

Resilient 2 6 2.76 0.068 0.05<0.934 

Residuals 177 7186 40.60   

 
Table 4-4. 125Hz ANOVA Result using Bang machine according to resilient 

materials 

 Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F) 

Resilient 2 33 16.67 0.376 0.05<0.687 

Residuals 177 7839 44.29   

 

Table 4-5. 250Hz ANOVA Result using Bang machine according to resilient 
materials 

 Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F) 

Resilient 2 212 105.96 3.463 0.05<0.0335 

Residuals 177 5415 30.59   

 

Table 4-6. 500Hz ANOVA Result using Bang machine according to in 
resilient materials 

 Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F) 

Resilient 2 98 48.92 2.089 0.05<0.127 

Residuals 177 4144 23.41   
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Figure 4-2 shows that there is a significant difference in all frequency bands. 

As a result, the heavy impact sound reduction effect is analyzed as 95% 

confidence level(Table 4-7 ~ 4-10). Particularly, dry floating floor system, 

Battens-joist floor system and access floor system showed significant 

difference. In particular, the Tukey's HSD results(Figure 4-2) show the largest 

difference between the dry floating floor system and the access floor system. 

Among the three floor systems, the access floor system showed the best 

reduction performance of the heavy impact sound of the floor system itself. 

Figure 4-2. Box Plot and Tukey’s HSD Results using Bang machine according 
to shapes 
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Table 4-7. 63Hz ANOVA Result using Bang machine according to shapes 

 Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F) 

Shape 2 5647 2823.3 323.5 0.05>2e-16 

Residuals 177 1545 8.7   

 
Table 4-8. 125Hz ANOVA Result using Bang machine according to shapes 

 Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F) 

Shape 2 5214 2607 173.6 0.05>2e-16 

Residuals 177 2658 15   

 

Table 4-9. 250Hz ANOVA Result using Bang machine according to shapes 

 Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F) 

Shape 2 2218 1109.0 57.58 0.05>2e-16 

Residuals 177 3409 19.3   

 
Table 4-10. 500Hz ANOVA Result using Bang machine according to shapes 

 Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F) 

Shape 2 1352 675.9 41.39 0.05>1.79e-15 

Residuals 177 2890 16.3   
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Table 4-11 and Figure 4-3, there was no significant difference in the overall 

frequency range of 95% confidence level depending on the lamination type of 

CRC board. However, heavy impact sound reduction with increasing mass 

increased. Therefore, it is considered that the effect of heavy impact sound 

reduction is possible. 

 

Table 4-11. Significant probability of ANOVA using Bang machine for four 
center frequency according to mass 

Factor 

Pr( > F ) 

63Hz 125Hz 250Hz 500Hz 

Mass 0.05<0.896 0.05<0.0609 0.05<0.21 0.05<0.181 
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Figure 4-3. Box Plot and Tukey’s HSD results using Bang machine according 
to mass 
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4.2.2 ANOVA Analysis Method using impact ball  

As a result of ANOVA, there was no significant difference in the whole 

frequency band(Table 4-12). There is little difference in the median values, 

and the range is also not significantly different from Figure 4-4. Therefore, it 

is judged that the three resilient materials do not differ in the abatement 

characteristics of the impact ball. 

 

Figure 4-4. Box Plot and Tukey’s HSD results using Impact ball according to 
resilient material 
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Table 4-12. Significant probability of ANOVA using Impact ball for four 
center frequency according to resilient materials 

Factor 

Pr( > F ) 

63Hz 125Hz 250Hz 500Hz 

Resilient 0.05<0.978 0.05<0.906 0.05<0.207 0.05<0.182 
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As a result of ANOVA, 95% significance level was found to be 

significantly different in all frequency bands(Table 4-13 ~ Table 4-16). 

Particularly, the shape shows the greatest difference between the access floor 

system and the dry floating floor system. The Battens – joists floor system 

and access floors appear to have the least difference in all frequency bands 

and show a significant difference. 

 

Figure 4-5. Box Plot and Tukey’s HSD results using Impact ball according to 
shapes 
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Table 4-13. 63Hz ANOVA Result using Impact ball according to shapes 

 Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F) 

shapes 2 4764 2382.2 178.2 0.05<2e-16 

Residuals 177 2366 13.4   

 
Table 4-14. 125Hz ANOVA Result using Impact ball according to shapes 

 Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F) 

Shapes 2 2753 1376.5 95.71 0.05>2e-16 

Residuals 177 2546 14.4   

 
Table 4-15. 250Hz ANOVA Result using Impact ball according to shapes 

 Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F) 

Shapes 2 1143 571.7 72.76 0.05>2e-16 

Residuals 177 1391 7.9   

 

Table 4-16. 500Hz ANOVA Result using Impact ball according to shapes 

 Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F) 

Shapes 2 2056 1028 102.7 0.05>2e-16 

Residuals 177 1773 10   
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ANOVA analysis showed significant difference in all frequency bands 

except 63Hz band(Table 4-7 ~ 4-9). Tukey's HSD(Figure 4-6) showed 95% 

significance level. When the difference of CRC board is more than 48T, it can 

be confirmed that there is a big difference. The Tukey's HSD results show that 

the 125Hz band is particularly noticeable. 

 

 

 Table 4-17. 63Hz ANOVA Result using Impact ball according to mass 

 Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F) 

Mass 3 129 43.12 1.084 0.05<0.357 

Residuals 176 7001 39.78   

 
Table 4-18. 125Hz ANOVA Result using Impact ball according to mass 

125Hz Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F) 

Mass 3 991 330.5 13.5 0.05>5.69e-08 

Residuals 176 4307 24.5   

 

Table 4-19. 250Hz ANOVA Result using Impact ball according to mass 

 Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F) 

Mass 3 333.4 111.1 8.889 0.05>1.62e-05 

Residuals 176 2200.5 12.5   
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Table 4-20. 500Hz ANOVA Result using Impact ball according to mass 

 Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F) 

Mass 3 483 160.92 8.464 0.05>2.77e-05 

Residuals 176 3346 19.01   

Figure 4-6. Box Plot and Tukey’s HSD results using Impact ball according to mass 
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4.3. Multiple Regression Analysis 

Multiple regression analysis was performed for each frequency region, with 

the stacking mass(continuous variable), resilient material(discrete variable), 

floor system type as the independent variable (X) and the insulating amount as 

the dependent variable (Y). 

  

4.3.1 Multiple Regression Analysis using bang machine 

Figure 4-7 and Table 4-21, the coefficient of determination of the model is 

0.8131. Because of the interaction between variables, Figure 4-7 and other 

floor system were found to have different slopes of the graph. 

All the floor systems with PU 12.5mm were found not to be significantly 

different from the dry floating floor system containing EVA composites and 

the heavy impact sound reduction performance. The reduction of heavy 

impact sound due to the combination of PU 25mm and the Battens - joist floor 

system was found to have a significant effect on the 95% confidence level. 

Rather, it does not significantly affect the heavy impact sound reduction due 

to the combined action of PU 25mm and access floor system. 

As the mass increased, the heavy impact sound reduction was significantly 

correlated with the access floor system than the Battens - joist floor system. 

Therefore, it is considered that both floor system have a correlation with the 

reduction amount of heavy impact sound due to mass and complex action in 
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the 63Hz band. 

 The analysis of only the floor system itself showed that the access floor is 

superior to the Battens - joist floor system. Therefore, in the 63Hz band, the 

excellent impact reducing effect of heavy impact sound due to the combined 

action with the resilient material is good with the Battens - joist floor system 

and the PU 25mm composite action, and the higher the mass, the better the 

access floor system is.  
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Figure 4-7. 63Hz Result of Multiple Regression using Bang machine Analysis Graph 

 

Table 4-21. 63Hz Multiple Regression Formula using bang machine 
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The 125Hz band is difficult to explain because of the complexity of the 

complexity and the coefficient of determination is 0.7001. If we look at the 

graph (Figure 4-8, Table 4-22), the slope is the same according to the 

structural variables, and the constant coefficient is analyzed as a different 

graph. Compared with the dry floating floor system, the mass and the floor 

system have a significant correlation with the heavy impact sound reduction 

and 95% confidence level. However, the resilient material does not act as a 

variable in the 125Hz band. 
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Figure 4-8. 125Hz Result of Multiple Regression using Bang machine Analysis Graph 

 

 

Table 4-22. 125Hz Multiple Regression Formula using bang machine 
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The correlation between PU 12.5mm and heavy impact sound reduction 

was low in the 250Hz band. However, the heavy impact sound reduction 

effect due to the combined action of Battens - joist floor system and access 

floor system with PU 12.5mm is analyzed to have a significant correlation at 

95% confidence level. It was confirmed that the linearity with respect to mass 

is not significant in the 250Hz band. 

In the 500Hz band, linearity with respect to mass was not significant. It is 

also found that it is difficult to find a significant relationship between 

variables. Therefore, it is analyzed that the support type of the floor system is 

excellent in the point support type, and it is considered that the larger the mass, 

the more effective it is in the heavy impact sound. 
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4.3.2 Multiple Regression Analysis using Impact ball 

As a result of analysis based on dry floating floor system and EVA 

composite, the linearity of the reduced sensitivity due to the complex action of 

63Hz band is not significant. In the graph, the coefficient of determination is 

0.6857, indicating that the explanatory power is high. In the 63Hz band, the 

structure itself appears to have the greatest influence, and it is confirmed that 

the influence of the mass is also great. However, it is considered that the 

effect is small because there is no significant difference in the amount of 

heavy impact sound reduction depending on the type of resilient 

material(Figure 4-9, Table 4-23). 
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Figure 4-9. 63Hz Result of Multiple Regression Analysis Graph using Impact ball 

 

 

Table 4-23. 63Hz Multiple Regression Formula using Impact ball 
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In the 125Hz band, the coefficient of determination of the graph is 0.7933, 

which is considered to have high explanatory power. The composite behavior 

of Battens - joist floor system and EVA is shown graphically as the mass 

change is not large. The combined effect of the access floor system and PU 

12.5mm appears to be highly influential on the composite surface. The graph 

shows that the Battens - joist floor system and EVA composites show little 

change for heavy impact sound reduction in mass at 125Hz. The dry floating 

floor system of the graph shows a large change for heavy impact sound 

reduction with increasing mass. However, the dry floating floor system, which 

is not heavier than 110kg/ , seems to have less weight impact sound 

reduction than the other floor system. It is considered that the mass is affected 

by the floor system and mass(Figure 4-10, Table 4-24).  
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Figure 4-10. 125Hz Result of Multiple Regression Analysis Graph using Impact ball

 

Table 4-24. 125Hz Multiple Regression Formula using Impact ball
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In the 250Hz band, the coefficient of determination is 0.6873. PU 12.5mm 

and 250Hz heavy impact sound reduction, and the reduction effect of heavy 

impact sound due to the complex action on PU 12.5mm and access floor 

system is found to have a significant correlation at 95% confidence level. As 

for the mass, both floor systems seem to have the effect of reducing the 

interlayer noise(Figure 4-11, Table 4-25). 
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Figure 4-11. 250Hz Result of Multiple Regression Analysis Graph using Impact ball 

 

Table 4-25. 250Hz Multiple Regression Formula using Impact ball
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In the 500Hz band, the plotted graph shows a high explanatory power of 

0.7199. The combined action of the mass and PU 12.5mm seems to have a   

95% significance level of effect. In the 500Hz band, it is considered that the 

effect due to the combined action of the access floor system and the EVA 

composite is the largest. On the graph, if the weight is not more than a certain 

amount due to complex action, the floor system that is better than the Battens 

- joist floor system shows excellent performance(Figure 4-12, Table 4-26). 
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Figure 4-12. 500Hz Result of Multiple Regression Analysis Graph using Impact ball 

 

Table 4-26. 500Hz Multiple Regression Formula using Impact ball 
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4.4 Summary 

Floor system and masses, which are the most influential, are analyzed as 

floor system. No significant difference was observed between the resilient 

materials except for the 250Hz band measured by bang machine, and no 

significant difference was found between the resilient materials in the whole 

frequency band measured by the impact ball. Therefore, the difference 

between PU 12.5mm and 25mm and EVA composites is not large. In the case 

of mass, the difference between the masses was found to be significant only 

when measured with the impact ball. 

According to analysis of frequency band, it is considered that mass and 

floor system have a great influence on the measured value at bam machine 

and impact ball at 63Hz band. The measured value of the impact ball showed 

insignificant linearity due to complex actions. However, it is found that the 

measured value by bang machine greatly affects the heavy impact noise 

reduction by the increase of mass in access floor system and Battens - joist 

floor system. In addition, the positive correlation between the PU 25mm and 

the Battens - joist floor system is considered to be a significant difference 

with 95% confidence level. 

The 125Hz band is considered to have a large effect on the mass and floor 

system at the bang machine and the impact ball. The bang machine 

measurements showed no significant linearity due to complex actions. 
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However, it is confirmed that the combined effect of mass and PU 12.5mm 

has a great influence on the heavy impact sound reduction in the impact ball. 

Also, 95% confidence level is considered to be a significant difference due to 

negative correlation between PU 12.5mm and access floor system and mass 

interaction. 

In the 250Hz band, the floor system is most affected by the values 

measured on bang machines and impact balls. In the bam machine, the 

reduction performance of the mass and heavy impact sound is negatively 

correlated. On the other hand, in Impact Ball, the reduction performance of 

mass and heavy impact sound has a positive correlation. In terms of 

complexity, the combination of the access floor with PU 12.5mm and the 

Battens - joist floor system with PU 12.5mm showed a positive correlation in 

bang machine, but a negative correlation in impact ball. 

There is no significant difference in the measured values using bang 

machine in the 500Hz band. The measured values using bang machine did not 

show a significant change by mass, so it was difficult to see a significant 

difference between masses. On the other hand, there was a significant 

difference between masses in the measured values using Impact Ball, and it 

was judged to be highly influential on the complex action of PU 12.5mm and 

mass. 

In addition, the results of analysis of only the floor system of bang machine 

and impact ball indicate that the Battens - joint floor system and the access 
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floor system are superior to the dry floating floor system in terms of heavy 

impact sound reduction performance. As a result of the measurement, we 

confirmed the possibility of the access floor system as the floor system for 

heavy impact sound reduction. If we add the resilient material and the mass, it 

is possible to increase the applicability. Due to the impact force and impact 

characteristics of the bang machine and the impact ball, it was found that there 

are differences in the correlation between the two measured values. 
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Chapter 5. Conclusion 

 

5.1. Conclusion 

The purpose of this study is to contribute to the improvement of the 

applicability of the dry floor system by analyzing the tendency of the heavy 

impact sound reduction performance of the dry floor system in the wall 

structure apartments 

Based on the measured results, it is considered that EVA composites were 

applied rather than PUs in order to develop the floor system of the interlayer 

noise reduction of the dry floor system. EVA composites was found to have 

similar characteristics because it did not show any significant difference from 

PU. 

The floor system was judged to be superior to the access floor support 

structure. It was concluded that there was no significant difference in the 

effect of reducing the heavy impact sound according to the change when the 

ANOVA results were considered only in the case of mass. However, it was 

judged that there was a significant difference in the effect of reducing the 

heavy impact sound according to the change when only the ANOVA result 

was taken into account in the case of mass. It is confirmed that the bang 

machine has concentrated heavy impact sound in the 63Hz band and the 
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impact ball has the heavy impact sound concentrated in the 125Hz band. In 

the case of bang machine, it was judged that there is a weak decrease in the 

increase of mass due to multiple regression analysis and single number 

quantity. Therefore, it is considered that heavy impact sound is effective in 

weighting the access floor system with resilient material. 

This study is significant because it confirms that the access floor system can 

have a large effect even with less mass change than the integrated wet floor 

system, where studies for reducing interlayer noise are focused. This study is 

also important to note that the effect of abatement may vary depending on the 

type of vent layer in the dry floor system, and that it is measured and analyzed 

by applying a resilient material other than rubber to the access floor system. 

Although the access floor system is inferior in economic efficiency, it has a 

good floor impact sound reduction effect compared to the other two floor 

systems due to its Structural characteristics. Based on this, the possibility of 

applying high-performance access floor compared to existing wet was 

confirmed.  

Therefore, if the frequency of use at the construction site increases to meet 

the interlayer noise standard, it will be possible to secure some economical 

efficiency as it is changed from the small volume production to the mass 

production of the large scale company. Also, this study can be helpful to 

reduce the thicker slab thickness (210mm) in order to meet the heavy impact 

sound reduction standard, which can be expected to reduce cost in the frame 
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construction. According to this study, it is possible to develop a structure or 

material that can effectively reduce heavy impact sound through the 

development of resilient materials and other elements. 
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5.2. Contribution 

This study is significant because it confirms that the access floor system can 

have a large effect even with less mass change than the integrated wet floor 

system, where studies for reducing interlayer noise are focused. Resilient 

material It is possible to calculate how many kilograms should be stacked on 

the access floor system with PU or EVA composite material to achieve the 

desired heavy impact sound reduction. Therefore, it is possible to design the 

dry floor system according to the heavy impact sound rating by using this and 

measuring the experiment applying different floor system and resilient 

material. 
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5.3. Limitation and Further Study 

Since the comparison is based on the type of the dry floor system, it is 

necessary to carry out studies related to the floor material later. It is necessary 

to confirm the reduction performance even in dry floor system in which the 

actual bonding is performed instead of the screw. In this study, only PU and 

EVA composites were compared. However, it is also necessary to study the 

difference of the heavy impact sound reduction performance between the 

composite material made of composite materials other than EVA and the dry 

floor system. In addition, we have not discussed the properties of materials for 

other access floor systems, so it is necessary to further analyze which 

materials perform effective interlayer noise abatement. 
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국 문 초 록 

 
 

한국 인구의 약 60%가 거주하는 아파트는 벽식 구조라는 특성과 

결합하여 층간소음에 취약할 수 밖에 없다. 때문에 층간소음으로 

인한 민원이 연간 20,000여건에 달할 정도로 층간소음은 아파트 

거주민간의 민감한 문제이다. 이러한 층간소음 문제의 

대응방안으로써 바닥 난방과 결합한 표준바닥구조가 제정되어 

보편적으로 활용되어 왔으나, 이들의 중량충격음의 법적기준 

충족률은 50% 정도에 불과하다. 또한 표준바닥구조는 습식공법을 

사용하므로 콘크리트 양생과정으로 인해 공기단축의 장애물이 되며, 

불균일한 품질, 노후시 교체 어려움과 같은 문제점을 동반한다. 

 따라서 본 연구는 벽식 구조 공동주택에서 건식 바닥구조의 

중량충격음 경향을 분석하여 층간소음 문제 완화와 건식바닥공법의 

적용가능성 향상에 기여하고자 한다. 이를 위해 3가지 변인(구조, 

완충재, 질량)에 따른 중량충격음 저감량을 실험동에서의 실험을 

통해 측정하였으며, 이들 간의 상관관계를 ANOVA 및 다중회귀 

분석을 통해 확인하였다.  

분석 결과, 3가지의 변인 중 중량충격음에 가장 크게 영향을 주는 

것은 구조형태이다. 그 중에서도 액세스플로어가 중량충격음 
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저감성능이 우수한 결과를 보였다. 따라서 완충재를 적용한 

액세스플로어를 질량을 무겁게 하는 것이 중량충격음에서 

효과적이라고 판단된다. 분석 결과, 3가지의 변인 중 중량충격음에 

가장 크게 영향을 주는 것은 구조형태이다. 그 중에서도 

액세스플로어가 중량충격음 저감성능이 우수한 결과를 보였다. 

따라서 완충재를 적용한 액세스플로어를 질량을 무겁게 하는 것이 

중량충격음에서 효과적이라고 판단된다.  

이는 기존 습식 뜬 바닥구조보다 액세스플로어 형태가 더 적은 

질량 증가로 큰 효과를 볼 수 있다는 의미이므로 층간소음 저감 

측면에서도 액세스플로어가 건식 바닥구조의 긍정적인 기여를 할 

수 있다는 점을 확인할 수 있었다. 그러나 본 연구는 분석을 위해 

실험 요인을 통제하는 과정에서 보다 다양한 완충재에 대한 실험을 

수행하지 못했다는 점에서 추가적인 연구가 필요하다고 판단된다.  
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